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Abstract
Complex deep learning objectives such as object detection and saliency, seman-
tic segmentation, sequence-to-sequence translation, and others have given rise
to training processes requiring increasing amounts of time and computational
resources. Human-in-the-loop solutions have addressed this problem in several
ways; one such pain point is model hyperparameter search. Common meth-
ods of parameter search have high time costs and require iterative training of
several models. Several algorithms have been proposed to manipulate a neural
network’s architecture and alleviate this cost. However, these algorithms require
tuning of parameters to achieve desired performance and provide little to no in-
tuition as to how such a change may affect overall performance. In this thesis, I
present EigenRemove and WeakExpansion for removal and addition of weights
providing a human-in-the-loop solution to the architecture search problem in
both classical feedforward and convolutional neural network layers. EigenRe-
move yields results comparable to or better than the more popular Minimum
Weight Selection pruning strategy, producing final test accuracies increased by
2-3% at larger compressions on the VGG16 object detection network. WeakEx-
pand is compared with a trivial Zero Weight Expansion approach, where new
connections are assigned no weight. WeakExpand is shown to produce final
test accuracies in VGG16 comparable to that of Zero Weight Expansion, while
providing new trainable weights rather than the dead weights produced by Zero
Weight Expansion. Finally, I propose heuristics outlining how a user may use
WeakExpand and EigenRemove to have a desired effect based on the current




In terms of ingenuity and adaptability, the human brain has proven to be
amongst the most performant computational systems. Modern computers excel
at making logical decisions based on sets of variables; however, acquiring un-
derstanding from the context surrounding an objective is not so deterministic.
While structure and training procedures in modern deep learning often have bi-
ological or psychological inspiration (Glorot and Bengio 2010), the relationship
between machine learning and human cognition is weak.
With deep learning continuing to tackle increasingly complex problems, ex-
haustive search methods that are often used to find a top performing model are
becoming painstakingly expensive. Researchers have begun to develop human-
in-the-loop solutions, algorithms where a user steps in to correct or guide a
model during training, to address these issues. Instead of waiting for results
of tens or hundreds of models to compare, a user can instead correct errors as
they see them. Section 1.1.2 gives more detail on the various forms one may
encounter such systems.
In addition to saving computational resources, human-over-the-loop solu-
tions often seek to make algorithms mimic human behavior. Consider the coach
of a basketball who needs a player to shoot free throws. He selects a player
and quickly finds that the player does not shoot free throws well. He has two
options: select another player, or tune the technique of the current player. Were
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an exhaustive search approach to be taken in this analogy, the coach would se-
lect another player to shoot free throws, and continue to select new players until
one is found with enough skill to perform in a game. However, in practice, a
basketball coach would be more likely to attempt to correct the technique of the
player already trained in the task. It is this behavior that human-over -the-loop
approaches attempt to emulate.
In the following sections, I outline the motivation for the development of
EigenRemove and WeakExpand, two methods for interacting with deep neural
networks targeted towards human-in-the-loop-style processing.
1.1 Motivation
Research has yet to agree on a method to explain how a trained network under-
stands its world (Gunning 2017). With no intuition as to where understanding
may have gone wrong (or right for that matter), users often resort to a strategy
of training several versions of models and selecting the best performer based
on some heuristic, called grid search. These search processes have high cost in
computational power and time. Algorithms automatically selecting hyperpa-
rameters have been proposed in several forms; however, interest in the effects of
allowing manual human intervention during training has gained ground in the
past few years. These human-in-the-loop algorithms typically assume expert
users and focus on achieving optimal solutions at process end.
I seek to develop a human-in-the-loop-like approach that facilitates explo-
ration of hyperparameters (architecture in particular) for non-experts, in the
style of human-over-the-loop (Graham et al. 2017). This takes focus away from
direct optimization and dives more into discovering effects layer sizes have on
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final performance. It is undesirable to allow a change in architecture to damage
the learning state of the network such that training must be entirely restarted.
The training process would begin to resemble a modified grid search, defeating
the purpose of human involvement.
In this section, I introduce the training structure of deep learning models to
motivate the necessity of human-over-the-loop solutions and discuss the recent
work on which my approach is based.
1.1.1 Deep Learning for Classification
Supervised machine learning for classification is the process by which a model
learns to classify data points into a set of classifications by means of a set of
labeled data points (Kotsiantis et al. 2007). These models can be one of many
types including neural networks, support vector machines, and decision trees,
each including several variants. Deep learning focuses on the construction of
models to process data in its raw form (LeCun et al. 2015). In this thesis, I am
focused on neural networks and the image-based convolution networks for their
power and popularity in deep learning (Collobert and Weston 2008; Sutskever
et al. 2014; Krizhevsky et al. 2012; He et al. 2016).
Supervised neural networks, like most supervised techniques, learn by first
feeding several training data points from an external data source to an input
layer, propogating the input through the network, calculating an error, adjust-
ing parameters, and testing the new state with a set of unseen data points
(Kotsiantis et al. 2007). The data set and choice of hyperparameters, the set
of predetermined values influencing the behavior of training, are crucial in this
learning method; while neural networks have seen wild success in research, deep
neural networks are notoriously difficult to train (Glorot and Bengio 2010).
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Generally, a network can be either overparameterized or underparameterized.
To best illustrate both issues, I will give one such case where either of these
problems may occur.
Data instances are accompanied with annotated labels known as classes.
Depending on the data source and sampling strategy, classes within a training
data set may reflect certain distributions. The distribution of classes available in
a data set greatly affects the outcome of learning (Lee et al. 2017). Ideally, the
training data will consists of an equal distribution of labels between all classes.
However, in practical applications this is often not the case. If a data set is
largely biased towards one class over another, the corresponding classifier will
likely learn to classify the majority well, and the minority poorly (Ganganwar
2012). In this case, the network may appear to be underparameterized. A user
would then be motivated to add more parameters (adjust the initial architec-
ture), and restart the training process. While the error rate may decrease, it
is very likely the network has become overparameterized and therefore perform
poorly on the set of unseen data. Once again, a user may adjust the architecture
and repeat the training process.
Algorithm 1 illustrates an iterative pattern of training a neural network.
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Algorithm 1 Train Machine Learning Model
procedure trainModel(dataSet, parameters)
model ← initializeModel()
trainData, testData ← sample(dataSet)








This process repeats until the performance meets standards of the user con-
structing the model, whether through manual or automatic testing procedures
(Maclaurin et al. 2015). If a single training epoch takes a significant amount
time, a metric relative to the objective being learned, these repetitions present
a barrier to deploying powerful learning systems. Methods such as warm-start
initialization have been proposed to lessen these burdens, for example the one
by Tirumala et al. (2016). In addition, the data set may not include the full
context necessary to understand the objective effectively either because of miss-
ing data or immeasurable key features. In these cases, human domain expertise
may be leveraged to improve performance (Awasthi et al. 2014; Graham et al.
2017; Biswas and Jacobs 2014).
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For these reasons, researchers in recent years have begun to develop human-
in-the-loop systems to boost accuracy by allowing a user to inject domain ex-
pertise into the training process (Ankerst et al. 1999; Lad and Parikh 2014;
Ueno et al. 2006). However, users are notoriously slow thinkers as compared to
machines, and thus arises a tradeoff between time to deployment and accuracy
of experimental models as discussed in Graham et al. (2017).
1.1.2 Human Interactivity
The investigation of the tradeoff between time and accuracy present in deep
learning has a rich history in research manifesting in either one of two forms.
The first focuses on improving accuracy on special cases and the second fo-
cuses on shortening training times while sacrificing performance. The first is
appropriately called purely interactive or just interactive and the second any-
time. Examples of works in either of these two areas is enumerated further in
Chapter 2.
It may be useful to think of levels of interactivity as laying on a spectrum
as illustrated in Figure 1.1. On the left side sit algorithms including stop-
and-wait conditions; training continues until a point of confusion and ceases
execution until a user can respond to a query for more information. An example
of this is given in Biswas and Jacobs (2014). Learning may also be entirely
user driven, where gradients are only calculated once a user has performed an
action as in Amershi et al. (2012). Such constructions allow for detailed human
feedback either by signaling incorrect classifications or providing reasoning for
the classification of an outlier case (Amershi et al. 2012; Biswas and Jacobs
2014; Ankerst et al. 1999; Lad and Parikh 2014).
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Figure 1.1: The Interactivity Spectrum. As one traverses from the left to the
right, the user will lose control over the learning of an algorithm. That is,
algorithms at the far left are event-based; computation is only performed on user
action. Algorithms at the far right are fully automated; the user has no power
to govern computation. Work done in Ueno et al. (2006) would lie towards the
right, as the only interaction available is to stop the training process. Amershi
et al. (2012) and Biswas and Jacobs (2014) are towards the left; an optimization
step is only performed once a human has performed an interaction within their
system.
On the right hand side of the spectrum are algorithms in which user inter-
actions are limited to stop/continue signals. These algorithms are aptly named
anytime due to the underlying assumption that training can be aborted once
a usable solution has been reached, even though it may not be optimal. This
concept has been applied to machine learning (Ueno et al. 2006), databases
(Jermaine et al. 2008), and visualization (Lad and Parikh 2014) with the goal
of obtaining a decent decision-making entity quickly.
Additionally, there are algorithms in the middle of the spectrum which bal-
ance time and accuracy. The primary goal is to boost the performance of
the chosen model while minimizing increases in overall training time (limited
increases are expected given high human think times). Such methods of interac-
tion restrict human interactivity to signal actions, ensuring the targeted actions
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can be meaningful to the understanding of the model. An example of this in
Awasthi et al. (2014) involves pruning decision trees once fitting is complete, or
in Crayons by Fails and Olsen Jr (2003) where the user “paints” classes onto
images to produce incrementally better classifiers. A proposed phrase for this
flow of interaction is explanatory debugging as listed in Kulesza et al. (2015).
Purely interactive algorithms, although proven to be effective in increasing
performance, dilute the core essence of automation and machine learning. In
many cases, they are not autonomous. For long learning processes (upwards of
weeks or months), one cannot expect a user to sit in front of computer to monitor
progress and answer questions. Anytime algorithms only allow interaction to
stop training early, thus increasing the likelihood of deploying only sub-optimal
solutions. Graham et al. (2017) propose interruptble algorithms defining the
middle ground: allow users to interact if they are available, otherwise continue
training as prescribed. Such algorithms lie in the middle of the spectrum and
are expected to have the benefit of boosting accuracy while minimizing increases
in overall run time.
1.2 Problem Statement
This thesis provides another answer to the primary research question: Can neu-
ral network architectures be adjusted during training in a manner that main-
tains performance? This question has been studied in the form of network
weight pruning (Molchanov et al. 2016; Han et al. 2015), evolutionary compu-
tation (Yao 1999), and constructive training (Frean 1990). EigenRemove and
WeakExpand address the first and third methods directly. Because the present
approaches are focused on promoting human intervention to make adjustments
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rather than automating the architecture search, I have left the exploration of
evolving architectures for future work.
1.3 Proposed Approach
I present two primary operations allowing for the mutation of traditional feed-
forward and convolutional neural networks by applying High-Order Singular
Value Decomposition (HOSVD) in two ways:
1. Layer Compression: Removal of redundant information using weight
matrix best-k approximation and minimal weight removal, called Eigen-
Remove (Section 3.1.2).
2. Layer Expansion: Addition of new information using a strategy of re-
distributing weights, called WeakExpand (Section 3.1.3).
Each is shown to be reasonable to compute during training as per the interrupt-
able index as defined in Graham et al. (2017), and well approximates the activa-
tion state of the output layer mutated just after computation. Each approach is
designed to accomplish the goal of minimizing the difference in activation states
from before and after the operation. By taking this view, the amount by which
learned weights are damaged is expected be minimal. Section 3.1 gives a formal
statement of this goal and provides the theoretical foundations on which it is
built. However, because these approaches are meant to be implemented in a
human-in-the-loop system, thus the human aspect of computation must also be
addressed.
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In the event human behavior could be effectively simulated, a full analysis
of the optimization abilities of the present approaches would be feasible 1. The
literature does not have this luxury; thus I aim to answer the research question
by providing heuristics as to how both proposed approaches may perform in var-
ious scenarios rather than assessing direct effects on model optimization. These
heuristics are determined from an analysis on the behavior of both approaches
in isolated environments, and in a more practical application.
In an isolated three layer network, it is shown that EigenRemove prunes
neurons with higher activation approximation error than the simpler Minimum
Weight Selection discussed in Molchanov et al. (2016), but providing comparable
final accuracy results that are slightly higher (by 3%). WeakExpand is shown
to mimic the behavior of Zero Weight Expansion with the added benefit of
producing new trainable parameters. Experimental design is given in Section
4.1.1 and detailed results in Section 4.2.1.
Both approaches are also evaluated in the context of the object detection
problem. Total training accuracy and loss spikes are evaluated with VGG16
(Simonyan and Zisserman 2014) using the CIFAR-10 data set. This experi-
mental control was chosen for its prevalence in deep learning research and its
architecture consisting of both convolutional and fully connected layers, better
enabling discussion on the effects of the operations throughout the architec-
ture. It was found that EigenRemove, while causing larger spikes in loss during
training, shows evidence of better generalization as a result of compression. In
addition, WeakExpand has the same approximation ability as the trivial Zero
Weight Expansion, while producing more trainable parameters.
1The construction of an interface to facilitate interaction and a series of usability tests
may accomplish this; however these tasks are left for future work.
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In addition, time to compute for WeakExpand and EigenRemove was recorded
and measured against time for a single epoch and single forward pass of the net-
work. It is shown that WeakExpand and EigenRemove take longer than a single
forward pass, but have a significantly smaller time cost for a single epoch. In
terms of human interaction with machine learning system, this is acceptable as
per Graham et al. (2017). A theoretical discussion is presented in Section 3.1.1.
Experimental design is given in Section 4.1.2 and detailed results in Section
4.2.2.
1.4 Organization of Thesis
In Chapter 2, I give a more detailed background of deep learning in neural
networks including the feed forward and backpropogation algorithm, choice of
activation functions, and convolutional variants. In addition, I will discuss both
Singular Value Decomposition and its n-dimensional analog HOSVD.
In Chapter 3, I present a theoretical foundation for the intuition of using
matrix decomposition for compression, the formalized activation approximation
goal of both EigenRemove and WeakExpand, and the construction of both ap-
proaches along with discussions on their effectivenss at approximating outward
activations.
In Chapter 4, I present empirical evaluations for the ability of both Eigen-
Remove and WeakExpand to approximate outward activations both in isolated
environments, and in the applied object detection network VGG16 accompany-
ing an analysis of computational cost for both algorithms.




In this chapter, I present background information on both classical feed forward
and convolutional neural networks, as well as operations involved in matrix
decomposition.
2.1 Neural Networks
The Feedforward Artificial Neural Network shown in Figure 2.1 is fully con-
nected, meaning each neuron holds a weight connected to every other neuron in
the layer following. A primary benefit of this structure is to allow for learning of
relationships from one weight in a layer to every other weight in the subsequent
layer (Schmidhuber 2015).
The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) (LeCun et al. 1998) depicted in
Figure 2.2 grants this translational invariance by applying a series convolution
and max-pooling operations across several layers around an input image to
account for shift, scale, or distortion. This concept is discussed further in Section
2.1.2.
2.1.1 Classical Feed-Forward Neural Networks
The classical feed-forward neural network serves to classify sets of points with
non-linear boundaries (Schmidhuber 2015). These networks consist of an input
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Figure 2.1: A simple feed-forward neural network with an input layer i, hidden
layer j, and output layer k. Neurons bi and bj denote bias neurons fed into
layers j and k respectively. Bias neurons will be further defined in Section 2.1.1
layer accompanied by an additional bias neuron, a set of hidden layers each with
their own bias neuron, and an output layer. When constructing a network, sev-
eral hyperparameters may be specified, including the learning rate, momentum,
layer architecture, and activation function at each layer, and others outside of
the scope of this thesis.
The output of a particular neuron is described by the dot product of its
weight vector and the vector of incoming signals added with the bias signal,




wixi + b) (2.1)
Equation 2.1 describes the output of a single neuron given its input weight
set ~w = {w1, w2, ..., w|~w|}, the output of the neurons in the previous layer
~x = {x1, x2, ..., x|~x|}, the signal from the bias neuron b, all normalized by an
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Figure 2.2: A Convolutional Neural Network with two convolution layers, fol-
lowed by a fully connected layer (LeCun et al. 1998).
activation function φ(x). Note that this implies |~w| = |~x|. The term
∑
iwixi
expresses a dot product between the weight and input vectors, thus the opera-
tion can be rewritten to encapsulate all units in the layer:
fm(x) = φ(~xW
T +~b) (2.2)
Equation 2.2 expresses the same process as Equation 2.1, but the sum of the
weight and input elements is expressed as a matrix multiplication added with
a vector of bias signals. While Equation 2.1 produces the output of a single
neuron, Equation 2.2 produces a vector of outputs from the entire layer weight
matrix W (input weights from all neurons in the layer) multiplied with all
input vectors in X. The activation function φ(x) is performed element-wise.
Deep neural networks, networks with several hidden layers, may contain millions
of parameters; these matrices tend to grow quickly as objective complexity
increases. Modern graphical processing units (GPUs) enable efficient matrix




Several activation functions are in use by practitioners, the more popular of
which are listed in Figure 2.3. McCulloch and Pitts (1943) formulated the ar-
tificial neuron, inspired by the biological structure from which it gets its name.
These authors employ the step activation function, where a neuron emits zero
when the linear combination of its inputs is below a threshold, and one when
above. Rumelhart et al. (1988) discusses the formulation of backpropogation
and the required derivative calculation on the activation function to learn pa-
rameters and best approximate the target function. The step function has zero
derivative, preventing any error gradient from being propogated. Instead, non-
linear functions such as the sigmoid and ReLU produce non-zero gradients for
learning weights, while also granting nonlinear classification power to networks
(LeCun et al. 2012).
Figure 2.3 shows the shapes of the sigmoid, step, and ReLU functions. The
value of the derivative of the sigmoid function approaches zero at the polar
ends of the graph. This is evidence of the vanishing gradient problem, where
saturated networks produce small gradients (Hochreiter 1998). The ReLU func-
tion does not exhibit this problem with positively saturated networks, however,
negatively saturated networks will produce zero gradient 1.
1The hyperbolic tangent is left out of this discussion due to its similarity in principle to
the sigmoid function with respect to vanishing gradient. LeCun et al. (2012) state that the
hyperbolic tangent is often preferable to the traditional sigmoid due to its symmetric nature




Sigmoid f(x) = 1
1+e−x
Tanh f(x) = tanh(x)
ReLU f(x) =

0 x < 0
x x ≥ 0
LeakyReLU f(x) =

ωx x < 0
x x ≥ 0
Figure 2.3: Popular activation functions and their shapes listed in Glorot and
Bengio (2010) and Karlik and Olgac (2011) plotted with the step function. The
sigmoid and ReLU functions produce gradients that can be used in learning with
backpropogation; however, the derivative of the sigmoid at the outer bounds ap-
proaches zero, thus saturated networks will produce very small gradients. ReLU
will produce gradients of one with positively saturated weights, zero otherwise.
LeakyReLU modifies ReLU to form max(ωx, x) to produce a usable gradient at
negative saturations, where ω is the rate of decay.
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2.1.3 Backpropogation
Once input has been fed through the network, it is necessary to quantify the
error such that weights can be adjusted accordingly. While many such loss
functions are in use, the cross entropy loss listed in Equation 2.3 is the pri-
mary choice for practitioners because it experiences less gradient disappearance




rq,c log p(rq,c) (2.3)
In the context of neural networks, the cross entropy loss is calculated on a set
of output predictions q across a set of class labels C for an input instance in
the training set. The result is the product of a known label rq,c for the output
vector q and a single class label c multiplied with the log of the probability p
of the predicted label for c being correct on q summed across all possible class
labels in C.
The cross entropy loss is differentiable, enabling the use of gradient descent
for learning weights. This method of weight adjustment forms relationships
between weights after random initialization. The adjustment of a single weight
can be made via a simple computation (LeCun et al. 1988):




Equation 2.4 adjusts a weight wi by the learning rate η and a term expressing
the total contribution to the final loss Etot given by wi. In other words, a
single weight is adjusted based on its gradient with respect to the loss for the
classification result. The learning rate η normalizes the gradient to avoid over-
correction of weights during training (LeCun et al. 1988). The gradient ∂Etot
∂wi
is
calculated with respect to the chosen loss function.
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Training networks is aligned with Algorithm 1 (discussed in Section 1.1.1)
performed in a batch fashion. Data is partitioned into a training and testing
set, where the training set is used to adjust weights over time, and testing to
measure error of the trained network. The training set is further split into
batches, or groups of examples to be fed at once, with the total gradient being
computed on the set as a whole. This process is repeated over a parameterized
number of epochs : the number of times over which the training data is iterated.
2.1.4 Convolutional Networks
Equation 2.2 has an important effect on the relation of weights in successive
layers. The output of each weight in one layer is fed into each neuron in the
subsequent layer; a single neuron is required for each pixel in the image, lead-
ing to large numbers of neurons needed for high definition images. For this
reason, LeCun et al. (1998) developed the convolutional neural network LeNet
that constructs more complex features from simple features through a series
of convolutional layers in combination with pooling layers to provide spatial
invariance, or the ability to detect a feature anywhere in the input image.
In a convolution layer, a series of kernels given a stride are defined with
randomized weights. Each kernel is given dimensions k such that it can be
represented by a k × k matrix. A series of kernels are initialized across the
spread of the input image size, skipping a number of pixels defined by the
stride. Thus the feed of an image is defined by the convolution between a kernel
instance and its receptive field (LeCun et al. 1998).
An image can be defined as a series of channels. For example, a greyscale
image is in one channel, versus an RGB image in three. With this in mind, a
weight matrix for a given convolution layer can be defined as a four dimensional
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tensor W =< x, y, k, k >, where x is the number of input channels, y the output
channels, and k the selected kernel size. For example, we may define an input
m×n RGB image as a three dimensional tensor I =< 3,m, n >; the color image
has 3 channels, each of size < m,n >. To obtain the output activation map,
the same process in Equation 2.2 is performed, but rather using the Kronecker
product denoted by Equation 2.5 for an m × n matrix A and p × q matrix B
(Kolda and Bader 2009). The output activation map (before pooling) will have
dimensions < y,m, n >, having transformed the three input channels into the
specified number of output channels.
A⊗B =





am1B · · · amnB
 (2.5)
A convolution operation is typically followed by a max-pooling operation,
where the highest signal entity is kept for the output tensor (Tolias et al. 2015).
This primarily functions for generalization, such that the network will not over-
fit to unimportant features while also maintaining translational invariance. In
addition, this significantly reduces the number of parameters in the network
and subsequently the amount of computation necessary to train.
2.1.5 Summary
In this section, I briefly described the computation of neural networks, feed for-
ward and convolutional. A primary issue with such networks is the increasingly
large number of trainable parameters as networks grow. In both cases these
parameters can become sensitive to small details in the input. The number
of hyperparameters that are necessary to tune a well-performing network grow
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with objective complexity. Such issues have been addressed with applications
of Principal Component Analysis, detailed in the next section.
2.2 Principal Component Analysis
In the computational world, an input instance may have thousands of examples
with hundreds of features each, rendering manual inspection next to impossible.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), based on Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) solves this problem by using eigenvalue-eigenvector decomposition to find
those features that contain the most information, given a set of input instances
(Jolliffe 2011).
2.2.1 Singular Value Decomposition
For a given n × n matrix M , one may wish to obtain information about the
high-level structure of M . M can be viewed as a vector space, and therefore we
can perform a decomposition to gather knowledge on the geometric structure
of the contents of M . Such a decomposition will result in a set of eigenvectors
X = x1, x2, ..., xn, and a set of eigenvalues Λ = λ1, λ2, ..., λn. Each vector in
X describes an axis of the space spanned by M , and each value in Λ describes
how each axis is transformed in the space described by M . It is known that M
must be square for this to be computed (Dickinson and Steiglitz 1982).
Weight matrices in neural networks are rarely square; however SVD exploits
the square nature of the product of a matrix and its transpose to obtain a
similar geometric structure of M . Considering M is a real, m×n matrix, it can
be decomposed in the following manner (Golub and Reinsch 1971):
M = UΣV T (2.6)
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The matrix U is an m × r matrix where each column is a left singular vector
of M (equivalent to the the eigenvectors of MTM). Similarly, V is an n × r
matrix where each column is a right singular vector of M (equivalent to the
eigenvectors of MMT ). Finally, Σ is a diagonal r × r matrix where values
correspond to the singular values of M in descending order. Each of these
values may also be described as the eigenvalues shared by both the eigenvectors
of MTM and MMT (Golub and Reinsch 1971).
The ordered nature of the singular vectors contained in Σ can be exploited
to perform a best-k approximation M ′ of M . These approximation methods
are most popular in collaborative filtering methods (Banweer et al. 2018; Zhang
et al. 2005; Yam 1997). This approximation is done by removing all but the top
k singular values in the diagonal of Σ, and re-multiplying to produce M ′. M ′
will have the original dimensions of M with a reduced rank.
2.2.2 Dimensionality Reduction
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) uses the rank reducing properties of SVD
to cast a vector from the space spanned by M to a smaller space made up of the
principal components of M (Jolliffe 2011). As discussed above, SVD produces
the matrix U where each column is an eigenvector of MTM . MTM is recogniz-
able as the covariance matrix of M ; thus we can define the principal components
to be PCM = UΣ, or the result of reconstructing the covariance matrix of M .
It can then be interpreted that each singular value in Σ measures the amount
by which the corresponding eigenvector in U accounts for the variance in the
rows of M . Thus, by removing small singular values, one can reduce the di-
mensionality of a data set losing minimal information (Pearson 1901). These
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Figure 2.4: High-Order Singular Value Decomposition produces an m× n core,
with factor matrices in each dimension describing the principal components of
those modes. Shown here is the three dimensional case
properties make PCA popular for compression of images and streams (Du and
Fowler 2007; Huang and Antonelli 2001; Taur and Tao 1996).
2.2.3 High-Order Singular Value Decomposition
High-Order Singular Value Decomposition (HOSVD), shown in Figure 2.4, is
the process of applying SVD to multi-dimensional tensors (Kolda and Bader
2009). Performing this decomposition on an n-dimensional tensor χ yields a
similar result to that of the two dimensional SVD:
χ = σ ×1 M1 ×2 M2 ×3 ...×N MN (2.7)
The symbol ×n denotes an n-mode product. The tensor σ is an n-dimensional
tensor containing the core values of χ. This core provides the levels of in-
teractions along dimensions, analogous to the way singular values define the
importance of eigenvectors in a matrix transformation (Kolda and Bader 2009).
Tensors M1, ...,MN are the factor matrices of the decomposition, and contain
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the principal components in each dimension (Kolda and Bader 2009). In many
implementations, it is possible to decompose in one of several modes of the tar-
get tensor. Thus, HOSVD in the first two modes is equivalent to the SVD of
the same matrix (Kolda and Bader 2009).
2.2.4 Summary
In the above sections, I cover the basics of SVD, PCA, and the multi-dimensional
analog HOSVD. Weights in a neural network can be represented as matrices (or
tensors); thus it may spark the question of how these processes may be applied
for compression. PCA applied to neural networks isn’t a new concept; how-
ever it is typically applied to network compression post-training to approximate
large networks with smaller ones (Chen et al. 2015; Han et al. 2015). Next, I





I will be proposing two methods: EigenRemove for the compression of layers and
WeakExpand for the expansion of layers. Both methods make the assumption
that these adjustments are made during training, i.e. there is still some training
time remaining once the operation has concluded. The bounds on information
loss for functions performed post-training are strict, as it is not desirable to
damage the accuracy of a fully-trained model. In inter-training methods, this
bound is loosened. As discussed in Graham et al. (2017), the expectancy of fur-
ther training procedures allows for more information loss available for correction
in future iterations.
In this chapter, I start with outlining the operations necessary for a layer to
be modified and give a formal definition to the goal of approximating outward
activation. I then present a proof that verifies the correctness of the approxi-
mation and motivates the use of SVD for compression. Finally, I present the
formal EigenRemove and WeakExpand algorithms and discuss their complexity
inline with the interruptable index.
3.1 Online Modifications
A single modification, as will be discussed in the following sections, is defined to
be the tuple (C, γ), where C is the change (either a compression or expansion)
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and γ is the amount by which to reduce/expand. These arguments are chosen
by the user when they decide a change is necessary. Because users are making
decisions that will affect learning outcomes, it is necessary to formulate C in a
way that has minimal impact on the current state of learning.
Many human-in-the-loop solutions focus on improving performance. These
solutions are restricted to prevent an interaction from impacting final outcomes.
I have chosen to take an alternate view: instead of measuring impact of a
modification of a layer on final performance, design a modification to best mimic
the behavior of that layer in the instant after the modification is complete.
To do this, I take the target layer for modification in isolation with respect
to the layer before and after it (forward and backward layers). For example, if
layer j in the network in Figure 3.1 were to be compressed or expanded, both
weight matrices Wij and Wjk must be modified. The inputs to layer i are outside
of this isolated scope, will not be modified, and thus the activation pattern in
layer i is of no concern. However, the modification of Wij can potentially change
the pattern in which the neurons in j activate, and thus there exists a risk in
changing the behavior of the latter portion of the network entirely.
In the modification of layer j, a primary objective is to not change the
activation pattern of layer k, and therefore minimize the risk of changing the
behavior of the network as a whole. Formally, we seek to find the following:
Y ∗ = arg min
Ŷ
||Y − Ŷ ||F . (3.1)
That is, we want to find weight matrices W ′ij and W
′
jk such that their re-
placements minimize the Frobenius norm of the difference of the original and
altered resulting activation matrices with respect to the input (Molchanov et al.
2016). Y is the activation state of layer k and Ŷ the activation state after the
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Figure 3.1: A small network with three layers composed of two 4x4 weight
matrices Wij and Wjk.
modification is performed. Y ∗ is then the activation matrix determined from
replacement weight matrices W ′ij and W
′
jk that minimizes this difference. If
operations are done post training, the classification pattern will be maintained.
However, if done during training, backpropogation will adjust the weights as
according to the new structure, ideally accounting for issues such as overparam-
eterization or underparameterization.
In order to establish a framework for how either of these modifications will
affect user experience, I will also evaluate the approaches in line with the in-
terruptable index as formalized in Graham et al. (2017). The interruptable
index IA,C , where A denotes an algorithm and C a change to that algorithm,
provides a boolean expression evaluating whether a particular change is “rea-
sonable” with respect to the learning algorithm on which is executed. In the
following sections, I describe the theoretical foundations for the formulation of
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EigenRemove and WeakExpand and theoretically evaluate their performance in
the context of neural network weight matrices.
3.1.1 Theoretical Foundations
I first establish the foundation that drives the theoretical discussions of Eigen-




i serves as a portal
from the Frobenius norm into the SVD of a matrix A, enabling discussions of
how manipulating the singular values can affect the minimization expressed in
Equation 3.1. The proof I give here for the sake of completeness:
Theorem 1. Given a square matrix A, the following relationship between the





Proof. The squared Frobenius norm can be defined as the sum of the squared







I will also define matrix multiplication AB = C such that each element cij ∈ C
is the dot product of the ith row of A and the jth column of B.
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Given the SVD of A = UΣV T :
tr(ATA) = tr(UΣV TV ΣTUT )
Matrices U and V are orthonormal, thus UTU = V TV = I:
tr(UΣV TV ΣTUT ) = tr(UΣΣTUT )
Grouping these matrices into U and ΣΣTUT , the property tr(AB) = tr(BA)
can be leveraged to rearrange the expression:
tr(UΣΣTUT ) = tr(ΣΣTUTU) = tr(ΣΣT ) = tr(ΣTΣ)






Theorem 1 also serves as the foundation for rank reduction. The matrix Σ
is diagonal, and contains the singular values of A in descending order. Each of
these singular values is interpreted as describing how much of the variance in
the row or column vectors of A is explained. Therefore, singular values close to
zero serve little purpose in describing the structure of the matrix and can be set
to 0. This will remove the left singular vectors in U and right singular vectors
in V . U , Σ, and V T can be multiplied to obtain a rank reduced estimation of
A, A′. Equation 3.1 can be expressed in more general terms:




The goal of rank reduction is to find the matrix A∗ estimating A with minimum
norm difference. A threshold δ is defined such that σk := 0 ∀σk < δ. An
obvious choice of δ to achieve an optimal A∗ is 0; this will reconstruct the
original A perfectly having removed no singular values. However, the rank has
not been reduced. It becomes clear that higher deltas construct less optimal
A∗s, although the reconstructed matrix will satisfy the reduced rank (Xue et al.
2013).
In the next two sections, I describe EigenRemove and WeakExpand, and
discuss the effectiveness of minimization of Equation 3.1 in terms of Theorem 1
and how rank reduction minimized under Equation 3.2 plays a roll to improve
weight removal selection.
3.1.2 EigenRemove
Much interest has been generated in approximating deep models with a models
of fewer parameters. Recent work has focused on using traditional compression
techniques to achieve this goal (Han et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2015). These
methods optimize compression of fully trained models, thus they must maintain
strict bounds on information loss once compression is done. EigenRemove is
motivated by compression techniques of images using PCA (Du and Fowler
2007; Huang and Antonelli 2001; Taur and Tao 1996; Molchanov et al. 2016),
wherein information loss is more tolerable. In fact, matrix-decomposition-based
methods have been introduced to neural networks in several cases, primarily
for the use of speedup (Jaderberg et al. 2014; Xue et al. 2013). For example,
Xue et al. (2013) leverages the serial multiplicative nature of singular value
decomposition to expand a single layer into a lower rank approximation of two




The concept of “neural network pruning” is used to incrementally remove weights
from layers and allow training to correct for any error introduced (Molchanov
et al. 2016). Several methods have been proposed for this task, many of which
require holding extra memory to track activation, gradients, or masks. The
method of minimum weight selection calculates the L2 norm of a neuron’s vec-
torized outgoing weights, and removes neurons with the lowest value (Molchanov
et al. 2016). Zhu and Gupta (2017) discusses the effectiveness of pruning net-
works by forcing sparsity on weight matrices in this manner. The authors found
that larger, sparse networks produce more performant models. However, these
sparse weight matrices do not accomplish the primary goal of EigenRemove:
to reduce the total number of weights present in a network. In fact, many of
these approaches require extra memory overhead (Molchanov et al. 2016; Zhu
and Gupta 2017; Han et al. 2015).
EigenRemove uses the approach of Psichogios and Ungar (1994) to improve
upon Molchanov et al. (2016) without incurring any extra memory overhead.
Psichogios and Ungar (1994) uses SVD to reduce the size of networks based on
redundant information determined by the singular values of the weight matrix.
The columns of the U matrix are the eigenvectors of W TW , and the columns
of the V matrix the eigenvectors of WW T . The matrix Σ is the eigenvalues
shared by these eigenspaces. The removal of small eigenvalues followed by the
reconstruction of the matrix gives a low-rank approximation of the original ma-
trix as discussed in the previous section. Sainath et al. (2013) also shows lesser
rank weight matrices are more generalized; the rank of a matrix is related to the
number of independent rows or columns, thus it can be interpreted that a lesser
rank weight matrix models a greater proportion of neurons that consistently
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contribute classification as opposed to a higher rank weight matrix, which is
likely to contain more redundant weights.
Algorithm 2 EigenRemove Algorithm
1: procedure EigenRemove(W, rankRatio, newSize)
2: core, factors ← hosvdDecompose(W, rankRatio)
3: reduced ← reconstruct(core, factors) . Rank reduce W
4: norms ← frobNorm(reduced) . Frobenius Norm along rows of W
5: selected ← topK(norms) . Select k = newSize weights
6: return W [selected] . Return high norm weights
7: end procedure
The minimum weight selection is performed as per Molchanov et al. (2016)
and shown in Figure 3.2. Rather than selecting based on the L2 norm of the
original weight matrix, EigenRemove selects on the best-k approximated version
of W , reduced, to produce W ′. W ′ is assigned weights not selected for removal
by minimum weight selection. Implementation for this algorithm can be found
in Chapter 6, and a summarized version in Algorithm 2.
The previous section discusses how rank reduction with a proper heuristic
choice of δ minimizes overall difference between activation matrices both before
and after the rank reduction is performed. In EigenRemove, I have added the
extra step of minimum weight selection, thus it is necessary to discuss its effect
on the minimization step. The trivial selection for Y ∗ is similar to the selection
of A∗ as discussed in the previous section. δ = 0 in rank reduction and removing
no weights will yield an optimal Y ∗. This result is trivial, as the weight matrix
will remain the same. Thus a similar heuristic decision need to be made to
determine how many weights are necessary to remove to obtain an appropriate
Y ∗.
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Figure 3.2: A modified version of Figure 3.1, where the output weights of layer
j are labeled either red, yellow, or blue, corresponding to weights that are
high, medium, or low respectively. On closer inspection, one can estimate that
neurons n1 and n2 have the lowest average weight, and thus will be removed by
minimum weight selection.
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Sainath et al. (2013) show how low rank approximations damage summa-
rization when rank reducing by increasing percentages of the original parameter
set; however the authors (along with those in Xue et al. (2013)) do not discuss
a rule by which to select a δ. Various values are explored and compared with
studies in Sainath et al. (2013) in Chapter 4. A similar problem is encountered
when selecting the number of weights to remove and is also discussed in Chap-
ter 4. Is is worth noting that this method of selection may encounter trouble in
regularized networks; these issues are saved for future work.
3.1.3 WeakExpand
WeakExpand addresses the opposite objective to EigenRemove: it may be de-
sirable to expand a layer in such a way that the activation pattern of the forward
layer is approximated, while guaranteeing the weights are assigned values mean-
ingful to gradient calculation (a new weight assigned a value of 0 will not be
trainable). Because the original weights are not being modified in this case,
altering the transformation state of the original weights is of less concern. De-
tailed code can be found in Chapter 6, with an overview in Algorithm 3.
3.1.3.1 Method
Similar to EigenRemove, when adding a new node, connections to both the
forward and backward layers must be established. In determining values for the
new weights, it is of value to recall that a single feed is modeled in a summation,
as in Equation 2.1. In order to achieve an optimal Y ∗, a “division of power”
strategy is introduced. The primary idea is to distribute strong neurons amongst
new neurons and therefore break single, complex features into several simpler
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Algorithm 3 WeakExpand Algorithm
1: procedure WeakExpand(W,newSize)
2: weightAvgs ← means(W) . Means along rows of W
3: idxs ← argsort(weightAvgs) . Sort descending
4: extend ← newSize / len(idxs)
5: idxs ← repeat(idxs, extend) . Repeat idxs to newSize
6: ratios ← 1/count(idxs) . Ratios are 1/count of individual value
7: return W[idxs] * ratios . Repeat weights, multiply by ratio
8: end procedure
Figure 3.3: The layer A is expanded by two neurons into A′. WeakExpand
distributes the two highest signal neurons (red) into four medium signal neurons
(blue), each with a mean weight of half of its parent. Since the expansion only
required two new neurons, the neurons a3 and a4 were not touched. The neuron
placement is in line with how WeakExpand will create the new neurons, by
appending new neurons to the end of the layer.
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features. A neuron is considered stronger than another if it has a higher mean
of output weights. Code examples can be found in Chapter 6.
In order to best discuss WeakExpand, I will also give a brief analysis of the
trivial approach as discussed in the previous chapter appropriately named Zero
Weight Expansion. This approach inserts new neurons with zero input and
output weights. Thus, the weight set ~w becomes ~w′ = {w1, w2, ..., wn, 0, ..., 0}.
The input of the next layer from a zeroed neuron nk with weight set ~wnk =
{0, 0, ..., 0} can be expressed as y =
∑
i 0 · xi. It becomes obvious the output
of this new neuron will be zero, and thus not affect the activation state of the
latter layer. While this is an optimal Y ∗ in accordance with Equation 3.1, these
new weights are untrainable and thus do not accomplish the final goal.
WeakExpand (depicted in Figure 3.3) instead distributes the current weights
across the newly formed connections. When adding new parameters, neuron
weights are distributed in order of decreasing mean output weight. To achieve
an optimal Y ∗, the weights are split in fractions equal to the number of times
the neuron is duplicated. In Figure 3.3, the expanded layer A′ has two more
neurons the former A, thus the two highly signaling neurons a1 and a2 are each
split in half once. Were this new size to be eight, or double the original, each
neuron would be split in half and replicated. At triple the size, each weight set
is split in thirds, and so on.
Consider the dot product expressing the feed value for a given neuron: y =∑
~w wixi over a weight set ~w and input vector ~x. Each weight wi ∈ ~w can be









ωjxi. Thus, splitting a weight in half to be
included in the feed to the same neuron should have no affect on the output
value of that neuron, thus achieving an optimal Y ∗.
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3.1.4 Complexity Analysis
Graham et al. (2017) present the interruptibility index IA,U to provide insight
into how a particular change C to attribute U made during algorithm A may
affect overall runtime of training. The primary idea is only execute changes
that take significantly less time than the driving algorithm to minimize the
additional time to train. The index IA,U expresses this idea in the form of the
ratio O(A)/O(C), or the hardness of C compared to the hardness of A. If
this ratio is greater than one, then A is harder than C and is deemed doable.
Otherwise, C is harder than A and the resulting extension in runtime is wasteful.
It’s clear IA,U can be considered a heuristic at best. Graham et al. (2017)
lacks formal definitions for A, U , and C. Thus, to analyze how the present
approaches may affect the perception of runtime for a user, I give more formal
definitions to these variables for a more complete analysis. Experiments vali-
dating this analysis are given in Section 4.2.2. While the values for U and C will
become clear, the choice of A is less obvious. There are two primary options:
either we consider the hardness against a single forward pass, or over an entire
epoch. These approaches are centered in human-in-the-loop style algorithms,
thus human think time must be taken into account. As will be shown in Section
4.2.2, a single forward pass is quick and thus if a change is double the time, a
user is less likely to notice the increase. An entire epoch takes several minutes,
thus a change taking double the time will be very noticeable to a user. A pri-
mary motivation for this work is to perform these actions in such a way that a
user will experience minimal perceived delay, thus considering these changes on
the scale of an epoch better accomplishes the overall goal of this work.
In the case of EigenRemove, U is the architecture of the network and C is
the EigenRemove process. When computing the rank reduced n × m weight
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matrix in EigenRemove, the TensorLy library (Kossaifi et al. 2019) provides
partial computations based on the target rank, and thus this complexity is
lessened to O(r2m) where r is the target computation rank and r < n < m.
This complexity is compared with the complexity of doing a series of matrix
multiplications: in an l-layer network, there are l − 1 matrix multiplications of
complexity approximately O(n2.87) for an n× n square matrix (considering the
Strassen matrix multiplication algorithm on a single node (Coppersmith and
Winograd 1990)). This is of total complexity O(ln2.87). If an epoch involves γ
forward passes, the complexity becomes: O(γln2.87). For the heuristic IA,U =
O(A)/O(C) > 1 to hold true, γ and l need to be large; in a more formal sense,
γ ∗ l > m for this change to be reasonable. This is a borderline result, thus
it would be advisable to use EigenRemove with very large networks with large
epochs.
WeakExpand is a simpler case. It involves an estimated O(n log n) sort,
in addition to an O(n) replication process. This is in total O(n log n), thus
IA,U = O(n
2.87)/O(n log n) > 1 and this change is reasonable to perform during
training. This a pronounced results, and one would expect to see WeakExpand
take significantly less time to compute than a full epoch.
3.2 Summary
In this chapter, I presented the EigenRemove and WeakExpand algorithms for
the modification of neural network architectures. The use of HOSVD in the
removal process as well as dimensional blindness in the expansion process make
both algorithms applicable to feedforward and convolutional layers in CNNs.
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In this chapter, I present experiment design and results validating the claims
made in Chapter 3.
4.1 Experiment Design
Both approaches are verified in two ways: in isolation to evaluate performance in
approximating outward activations, and in application with the object detection
network VGG16. Experiments are written using PyTorch in Python 3.7, and
run on a GeForce GTX 1060 GPU and Intel i7 CPU with 64GB of RAM.
4.1.1 Isolation Experiments
The primary goal of the isolation experiments is to evaluate the immediate ef-
fect each operation has on outward activation, and thus measure the algorithm’s
effectiveness in estimating Y ∗. For each algorithm, a three layer network was
constructed with uniformly randomized weights (the default behavior of Py-
Torch); the input layer consisted of 2048 neurons, the hidden with an initial
2048, and the output with 2048. The hyperbolic tangent activation function
is chosen for its prevalence in practice (LeCun et al. 2012). These values are
chosen to best evaluate both approaches with layer sizes akin to those found in
large networks more commonly used in practice.
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A target operation C is chosen as either EigenRemove or WeakExpand.
The hidden layer size changes with respect to C, either increasing the number
of neurons linearly by 204 or decreasing linearly by 204 (growing/shrinking by
approximately 10% of the original size). Each iteration consisted of feeding the
original architecture 2048 input vectors from a uniform distribution, executing
C on the hidden layer, then feeding the input again. The mean and variance
of the squared Frobenius norm of the distance between the activation states
of the output both before and after C is used to measure error. The common
significance measure of 0.05 was chosen. The focus of these experiments is
measuring the activation behavior of an output layer rather than the direct
classification performance, therefore uniformly random inputs suffice to hold
constant through each iteration.
4.1.2 Application Experiments
It is necessary to verify if this same behavior is present in an applied environ-
ment. To do this validation, EigenRemove and WeakExpand are applied while
training VGG16 (Simonyan and Zisserman 2014) on the CIFAR-10 object detec-
tion data set. VGG16 and other VGG-style networks are a popular benchmark-
ing network that has been used to test various compression techniques including
those by Alippi et al. (2018) and Qassim et al. (2018). Final test accuracy is
used to measure impact on performance, and the factor by which the current
loss increases post-operation is used to measure immediate impact on training.
For both experiments, VGG16 is trained fully five times with average final ac-
curacy and median loss increase reported. To evaluate statistical significance,
data sets are tested for normality followed by an appropriate hypothesis test
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for difference between results of proposed approaches and alternate approaches.
The common significance threshold of 0.05 is used throughout these tests.
The VGG16 network contains eleven total convolution layers and four total
fully connected layers. Convolution layers increase in channels from three (input
is RGB) to a total of 512; each layer has a 3×3 kernel with a stride and padding
of one. Fully connected layers downsample from 2048 to 10 output neurons with
ReLU activation and LogSoftmax output. BatchNorm is applied at each layer.
In each experiment, the network was fully trained over fifty epochs five separate
times, each at a different compression/expansion size. At each iteration, a layer
was either compressed or expanded by factors of three quarters, two thirds, one
half, one third, and one fourth (i.e. the layer was compressed to three fourths
its original size, or expanded to one and three quarters its original size). A
random sequence of layers to modify was generated and held constant across
all experiments in order to discount behaviors caused by a change in one layer
significantly affecting another, and thus causing unnecessary variance during
training. Modifications follow this order, generated randomly: c10, c7, c2, f2,
c9, c5, c6, c4, c3, f1; where c represents and convolution layer, f represents a
fully connected layer, and the number following is the particular layer in the
architectural sequence.
In addition, I also measure total epoch time against the time for a single
operation, either EigenRemove or WeakExpand, to validate the timing analysis
discussed in Section 3.1.4.
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Figure 4.1: Mean and variance of the norm difference across ten iterations
for each size of the EigenRemove algorithm. Minimum weight selection and
EigenRemove at full rank have the same performance, with each level of rank
reduction causing slightly more error as discussed in Section 3.1.2. However, one
will notice the flattening of the curve as rank is furthered reduced. This submits
a conclusion that EigenRemove at higher degrees of rank reduction have a more
stable effect on latter activation states of the network.
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4.2 Results and Discussion
4.2.1 Isolation Experiments
Figure 4.1 shows the results for the EigenRemove isolation experiments. Since
EigenRemove is sensitive to the rank by which the target weight matrix is
reduced, the experiment was conducted over a series of five rank reduction
ratios: the first keeping full rank, the second keeping three fourths of the rank,
the third keeping half of the rank, the fourth keeping one fourth of the rank, and
the fifth keeping one fifth of the rank. These are compared to minimum weight
selection as outlined in Molchanov et al. (2016) in addition to total replacement
of both forward and backward weight matrices with random weights sampled
from a uniform distribution.
A trade-off becomes immediately clear: when compressing only a few neu-
rons, full or nearly full rank approximations maintain the majority of informa-
tion while lesser rank approximations are more prone to error. However, error
increases quickly in fully and nearly full rank approximations as the amount of
of compression increases. Conversely, lower rank approximations have a lesser
slope, and therefore are more stable across compression amounts. This result
leads to the formulation of the following heuristic to choose a δ, the amount
by which to rank reduce with EigenRemove: Choose a high δ (> 0.5) when it
is expected that alterations will be infrequent and contained. Choose a low δ
(< 0.5) when it is expected that alterations will be frequent and drastic.
A high δ corresponds to how much of the rank should be preserved (i.e.
δ = 0.75 means to preserve 75% of the original rank). If a user is fine tuning
an almost trained model with smaller, incremental compressions, there is less
likelihood that a change will drastically damage learning as more information is
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Figure 4.2: The mean and variational difference of the Frobenius norm between
activations pre- and post-operation. This result confirms the behavior outlined
in Chapter 3.2: both WeakExpand and Zero Weight Expansion do not alter the
input signals to the next layer, thus the difference between activations will be
zero.
preserved. However, if a user is towards the beginning of the training process,
a higher error is more acceptable.
Another notable pattern is the apparent convergence of EigenRemove and
Minimum Weight Selection at higher levels of compression. When enough
weights are to be removed, the majority of information will be lost and thus
the reduced rank weight matrix will begin to yield results similar to minimum
weight selection (approaching a point of diminishing returns). This result is
similar to that of the study in Sainath et al. (2013).
Figure 4.2 shows the results for the WeakExpand isolation experiments. The
behavior discussed in Chapter 3.2 is clearly confirmed: The p-value calculated
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was exactly 0, and therefore WeakExpand provides the same minimization as
Zero Weight Expansion.
4.2.2 Application Experiments
To verify the explored behavior of EigenRemove, the five-sequence training
strategy was run with both EigenRemove and minimum weight selection on
the generated sequence of layers. To have more pronounced results, EigenRe-
move was performed with a 1/8 rank reduction (δ = 1/8). Table 4.1 and Figure
4.3 shows the accuracy results of these experiments and Table 4.2 shows result-
ing factors of loss increase post-operation. The raw data can be found in the
InterruptNet GitHub repository.




Compression 1/4 1/3 1/2 2/3 3/4
EigenRemove (%) 74.86 76.61 78.65 79.74 80.23
Min Weight Select (%) 75.44 75.84 77.09 78.5 78.69
Table 4.1: The final average accuracy obtained after five iterations of training
VGG16 over fifty epochs and applying compressions across layers in a randomly
generated order. From left to right, more information is preserved after the
compression, therefore it is less likely for error to be introduced.
The variance over the median loss increases using EigenRemove is 0.003,
while the variance over the median loss for Minimum Weight Selection is 0.029.
The behavior in the isolation experiments is mirrored here: Minimum Weight
Selection causes overall less disruption in the loss. However, recall at large
compression amounts all approaches converge; this is also shown in Table 4.1
and Figure 4.4: at the 1/4 and 1/3 ratios, the accuracy score is very close.
Figure 4.5 shows a histogram of the final accuracies obtained from training
VGG16 while applying EigenRemove and Minimum Weight Selection with the
given pattern. These values are not normal, thus significance testing is done
with the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test. The test yields a p-value of
2.229×10−06, therefore the null hypothesis can be rejected and the two samples
are significantly different.
Figure 4.6 shows a histogram of the loss increases obtained from training
VGG16 while applying EigenRemove and Mininum Weight Selection with the
given pattern. These values are approximately normal, therefore the Student’s
t-test can be applied. The test yields a p-value of .00002, therefore the null
hypothesis can be rejected and the two samples are significantly different.
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Figure 4.4: Graphic of the results in Table 4.2. The stability discussed in
Section 3.1.1 can be seen here; As the neuron delta increases, EigenRemove
remains more stable than Minimum Weight Selection, with more variability at
each neuron delta.
Median Loss Increase
Compression 1/4 1/3 1/2 2/3 3/4
EigenRemove 1.173 1.263 1.133 1.158 1.146
Min Weight Select 1.214 1.038 0.902 0.829 0.799
Table 4.2: The median factor by which the total training loss increased after
an operation is performed over all layers in the generated list. As in the accu-
racy table above, loss decreases from left to right because more information is
preserved towards the right of the table (less neurons are removed).
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Figure 4.5: Histogram of final accuracies obtained from training VGG16 while
applying EigenRemove and Minmum Weight Selection.
Figure 4.6: Histogram of loss increases obtained from training VGG16 while
applying EigenRemove and Minmum Weight Selection.
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Figure 4.7: Final training accuracy between WeakExpand and Zero Weight
Expansion on VGG16.
The same verification process was run for WeakExpand and Zero Weight
Expansion. Each expansion ratio shows the percentage increase in neurons; for
example a 100 neuron layer increased by 1/4 will result in a layer of 125 neurons.
As Zero Weight Expansion does not add any values that can be trained, one
should expect overall accuracy to be consistent across all expansion amounts.
This behavior holds true in Table 4.3 and Figure 4.7.
WeakExpand adds more trainable parameters, and thus the overall accuracy
is slightly higher. However, because weights are split based on the number of
repetitions, a large increase will force many weights close to zero. Thus, one may
encounter a “dead layer”, where all weights are close to or exactly zero and feed
will produce little to no output signals. There is evidence of this behavior in
Table 4.3 and Figure 4.8, showing accuracy decreases at very large expansions.
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Final Training Accuracy
Expansion 1/4 1/3 1/2 2/3 3/4
WeakExpand (%) 79.13 78.39 78.44 79.82 79.71
Zero Weight Expansion (%) 77.44 78.45 78.15 78.61 78.71
Table 4.3: The final accuracy obtained after training VGG16 over fifty epochs
and applying expansions across layers in a randomly generated order.
Because WeakExpand has the same minimization properties as Zero Weight
Expansion, one should expect the loss increases to mirror that of Zero Weight
Expansion. This is the behavior demonstrated in Table 4.2.
Median Loss Increase
Expansion 1/4 1/3 1/2 2/3 3/4
WeakExpand 0.847 0.822 0.781 0.723 0.792
Zero Weight Expansion 0.803 0.862 0.714 0.773 0.789
Table 4.4: The median factor by which the total training loss increased after an
operation is done over all operations in the generated list.
Figure 4.9 shows the average time in milliseconds for EigenRemove to ex-
ecute. As was discussed in Section 3.1.4, EigenRemove has the possibility to
take longer than a single epoch, if only by a few milliseconds. Thus, it can
be concluded that while EigenRemove is reasonable, one should perform this
operation sparingly.
Figure 4.10 shows the average time in milliseconds for WeakExpand to ex-
ecute. As was discussed in Section 3.1.4, it is clear that WeakExpand takes
significantly less time than a single epoch, by tens of milliseconds. Thus, it can
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Figure 4.8: The median loss increase between WeakExpand and Zero Weight
Expansion is very similar as is expected. It is worth nothing these methods
do not address regularization, and thus adding trainable parameters with a
regularized architecture like VGG16 can cause unwanted increases in loss.
be concluded that WeakExpand can be performed with little concern as a user
of a system noticing the extra time.
Figure 4.12 shows a histogram of the loss increases obtained after applying
WeakExpand and Zero Weight Expansion during training of VGG16. This data
is not normal, thus the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test. The test yields a
p-value of 0.0869, therefore the null hypothesis is accepted and the two samples
can be concluded to loosely be from the same distribution. This is expected, as
theoretical analysis shows the two approaches to show nearly the same behavior.
Figure 4.11 shows a histogram of the accuracies obtained after applying
WeakExpand and Zero Weight Expansion during training of VGG16. This
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Figure 4.9: Average time for EigenRemove and single epochs across all com-
pression amounts to execute. Note the high variability in EigenRemove; the
base SVD operation in HOSVD is initialized or random, and can therefore have
large effects on time for operation.
data is approximately normal, thus the Student’s t-test is used for significance
testing. The test yields a p-value of 0.0025, therefore the null hypothesis can
be rejected and the two samples can be concluded to be significantly different.
4.2.3 Summary
In this section, I present experiments measuring EigenRemove and WeakExpand
against the respective alternatives Minimum Weight Selection and Zero Weight
Expansion. Experiments isolating single layers show that EigenRemove with
high degrees of rank reduction (δ) has less variability in error over amount
of compression, although producing more error than that of Minimum Weight
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Figure 4.10: Average time for WeakExpand and single epochs across all ex-
pansion ratios to execute. Notice the op time appears to have zero error; as
discussed in Section 3.1.4, the op time for WeakExpand is significantly less
than the total epoch time, thus the error is close to zero relative to the total
epoch error.
Selection. This has lead to a heuristic dictating EigenRemove with a high δ may
be used when changes are expected to be frequent and minimal, while a low δ
is more effective for infrequent and drastic changes. This behavior, and the
resulting heuristic were confirmed by applying a series of operations on layers
of VGG16 during training of the CIFAR-10 dataset.
WeakExpand was confirmed to match Zero Weight Expansion in activation
approximation by distributing high weights across newly created neurons. The
benefit of these new trainable parameters is shown by overall higher accuracy of
VGG16 after a series of expansions over the generated series of layers. However,
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Figure 4.11: Histogram of accuracies obtained from training VGG16 while ap-
plying WeakExpand and Zero Weight Expansion.
Figure 4.12: Histogram of loss increases obtained from training VGG16 while
applying WeakExpand and Zero Weight Expansion.
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Conclusions and Future Work
Modern deep learning models have become more difficult to train due to the
more cognitive objectives they target such as object saliency or sequence-to-
sequence translation. Patterns may exist in the underlying problem a data set
models that cannot be learned from the data immediately available. Researchers
have begun deploying human-in-the-loop solutions to alleviate such issues, some
entirely user driven (Amershi et al. 2012) and others limited to knowing when
a solution is “good enough” (Awasthi et al. 2014). A primary pain point in line
with this problem is hyperparameter search present in the majority of learning
solutions, particularly in the architecture choices of neural networks.
In this thesis, I have presented partial solutions to this problem in the form
of two algorithms: EigenRemove for the removal of weights from network layers
and WeakExpand for the addition of weights to network layers. EigenRemove
leverages the geometric structure of a weight matrix to determine which weights
contribute the least to the information held in the matrix as a whole. This
process is executed on both the forward and backward matrices for a particular
layer, with the row space eigenvectors of the forward matrix making the final
decision as to which neurons to remove. It was found that EigenRemove may
cause higher spikes in loss as compared to Minimum Weight Selection, but will
better aid in generalization in further training of the network.
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WeakExpand takes highly signaling neurons and distributes them into the
newly created weights based on amount by which a user wishes to expand a given
layer. This process was compared to the trivial Zero Weight Expansion strategy
that provably minimizes total norm difference in activation. It was shown that
WeakExpand has comparable performance to Zero Weight Expansion. However,
large expansions will distribute weights potentially several times, forcing weights
dangerously close to zero.
These two operations are a stepping stone to the realization of fully inter-
active neural network training. Operations that remain to be explored include
the collapse of two layers into one and the stretching of one layer into two. The
latter has been explored in network speedup (Jaderberg et al. 2014). However,
this approach does not fully separate the layer into two independent layers,
rather it performs SVD on the layer weights and splits by eigenspaces, feeding
input to the first and reconstructing the original matrix with the second. With
the addition of these two operations and the amount of research available in
applications of matrix decomposition in deep learning, I believe a training pro-
cedure similar to Psichogios and Ungar (1994) can be more efficiently applied
to deep networks. Users can potentially adjust architecture online with visual-
izations providing information as to the generalization of the layer itself using
the resultant singular values generated from the weight matrix decomposition.
These operations in conjunction with a visualization have a strong potential
to save users money and time in training deep models. Rather than construct
complicated distributed training systems to efficiently perform an architecture
grid search, they can simply open a visualization and tweak the architecture
to better performance. This method of training can not only lead to more




The code in Listing 6.1 gives a more detailed description of the implementations
of EigenRemove for both classical neural network weight matrices and convolu-
tional neural network weight matrices. Since classical weight matrices are two
dimensions and can be transposed, this implementation can be written blind to
whether matrix is the forward or backward weight matrix to the target layer.
However, transpose is not defined for the four dimensional convolutional weight
matrices, therefore the reduced matrix estimation must be reshaped to flatten
all kernel filters into a single dimension along the output channel so means can
be effectively calculated. Full code can be found at Code for experiments can
be found at https://github.com/austinpgraham/InterruptNet.
The code in Listing 6.2 gives a more detailed description of the implemen-
tations of WeakExpand for both classical neural network weight matrices and
convolutional neural network weight matrices. The four dimensional structure
of convolutional weight matrices must be taken into account here as well when
determining to which dimension a ratio must be applied. If this is not done,
ratios will span inter-channel and damage the current learned state of the net-
work.
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Listing 6.1: The EigenRemove algorithm. The function EigenRemoveANN per-
forms the process on two dimensional weight matrices for classical neural net-
works; the function EigenRemoveCNN performs the process on four dimensional
weight tensors for convolutional neural networks
def EigenRemoveANN(W, s i z e , rank ) :
# Perform Tucker Decomposition wi th sma l l e r rank
core , f a c t o r s = tucker decompose (W, rank=rank )
# Reconstruct rank−reduced e s t imt i on
reduced = recon s t ruc t mat r i x ( core , f a c t o r s )
# Minimum weigh t s e l e c t i o n by mean output
means = mean( reduced )
idxs = topk (means , s i z e )
# Se l e c t neurons to keep
return reduced [ idxs ]
def EigenRemoveCNN(W, s i z e , rank ) :
# I t i s on ly d e s i r a b l e to perform
# the decomposi t ion in the modes
# mapping the channels , as to
# opera te on the means o f the k e rne l
# f i l t e r we i gh t s
core , f a c t o r s = par t i a l tucke r decompose ( data )
# Reconstruct rank−reduced tensor
reduced = r e c on s t r u c t t e n s o r ( core , f a c t o r s )
# Map to p ro c e s s a b l e shape
reduced = map shape ( reduced )
# Minimum weigh t s e l e c t i o n by mean o f k e rne l f i l t e r s
means = mean( reduced )
idxs = topk (means , s i z e )
# Se l e c t f i l t e r s to keep
return reduced [ idxs ]
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Listing 6.2: The WeakExpand algorithm. The function WeakExpandANN per-
forms the process on two dimensional weight matrices for classical neural net-
works; the function WeakExpandCNN performs the process on four dimensional
weight tensors for convolutional neural networks
def WeakExpandANN(W, s i z e ) :
# Get the means o f output we i gh t s . For the
# forward l a y e r t h i s shou ld be a long the column
# axis , and backward a long row ax i s .
weight avgs = mean(W, dimension=x)
# Sort them , keep ing the order where the i n d i c e s
# appear in the so r t ed l i s t .
i dxs = weight avgs . s o r t ( descending=True )
# Ca lcu l a t e the number o f neurons to add
extend amount = c e i l i n g ( s i z e / len ( idxs ) )
# Repeat each index by number o f appearances
r a t i o s = idxs . count ( ) . r epeat ( extend amount )
# Return the ad ju s t ed we i gh t s
return W[ idxs ] / r a t i o s
def WeakExpandCNN(W, s i z e ) :
# The proces s i s s im i l a r to t ha t o f a
# c l a s s i c a l ANN. However , the r a t i o s must
# be expanded in t o four dimensions to
# opera te on ke rne l f i l t e r s .
weight avgs = mean(W, dimension=x)
idxs = weight avgs . s o r t ( descending=True )
r a t i o s = idxs . count ( )
# Extend in to four dimensions
r a t i o s = r a t i o s . unsqueeze (−1). unsqueeze (−1)
r a t i o s = r a t i o s . r epeat ( extend amount )
return W[ idxs ] / r a t i o s
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